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Abstract Video streaming, one of the most popular

technologies for online video playback, has already been

applied to 4G LTE networks. Previous work has been

devoted to understanding the power consumption in

general 4G LTE networks, while it is still unclear how

the online video streaming makes impact on the power

performance of mobile devices. Inspired by this, this

paper investigates the relationship between the mobile

device’s power performance characteristics and the be-

haviours of video streaming in 4G LTE networks. There

are many natural issues/questions that are clearly in-

teresting and important, while it is non-trivial to an-

swer these issues/questions exactly (e.g., where is the

energy saving room? how much is it?). To address a

series of issues like the above, we formulate our energy

models together with an algorithm that can assist our
analysis. Particularly, we design a systematic platform,

and conduct a comprehensive and also deep analysis on

the power consumption of video streaming in 4G LTE

networks. Our experiments reveal us a series of valu-

able findings — the saving room in the network part

is large (from 41.86% to 69.62%), the number of RRC

tails and the transmission pattern could be promising

for optimizing the power consumption, for example.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the mobile industry has been grow-

ing rapidly, and there seems to be no any “stop sign”.

The mobile industry generated 3.8% of global gross do-

mestic product (GDP), it amounts to over 3 trillion

U.S. dollars in 2014 [1]. Meanwhile, we are witnessing

a rapid technology migration — the increased adoption

of higher speed mobile broadband networks (e.g., 4G

LTE) and various mobile devices (e.g., smart phones).

In 2015 the global monthly mobile traffic is near to

3,500 PetaBytes, while video data is around 45% of mo-

bile data traffic [2]. It is reported that mobile video

grows by around 55% annually through to 2020 [2].

These evidences show us that, in the higher speed mo-

bile broadband networks such as 4G LTE, mobile video

will be dominant in mobile data traffic in the near fu-

ture.

Video streaming [3], one of the most popular tech-

nologies for online video playback, has already been ap-

plied to 4G LTE networks [4]. In the video streaming

implementation, the video source files are to be split

into many chunks, and encoded to the desired deliv-

ery format. This allows clients to download, in a linear

fashion, a series of small video segments from an HTTP

video server to the local storage, and play back them

in sequence [5].

Motivation. While we have witnessed the advantages of

video streaming and the rapid development of mobile

networks, the advancement of the battery technology,

however, is relatively slow [6]. Often the battery drains

fast when mobile clients use online video services [7],

the battery capacity is naturally concerned by most of

mobile users who like to enjoy online videos via 4G

LTE networks. Previous work has been devoted to un-

derstanding the power consumption in general 4G LTE
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Fig. 1 The distribution of power consumption. The PNPC,
OFPC and OLPC denote the power consumption when no
video is played back on our mobile phone, when the mo-
bile phone plays back the video offline, and when the mo-
bile phone plays back the video online in 4G LTE networks,
respectively.

networks (see, e.g., [8–10]), while it is still unclear how

the online video streaming makes impact on the power

performance of mobile devices.

Inspired by this, we investigate the relationship be-

tween the mobile device’s power performance character-

istics and the behaviours of video streaming in 4G LTE

networks. Our main goal is to make a deep understand-

ing on their relationship. Figure 1 depicts the distribu-

tion of power consumption (obtained from our experi-

ments), from which we can get a preliminary intuition

on the power consumption of video streaming. Never-

theless, there are still many natural issues/questions

that are clearly interesting and important, whereas it

is non-trivial to answer these issues/questions exactly

(e.g., where is the energy saving room? how much is it?

how the online video streaming makes impact on the

power consumption of mobile devices?). To address a

series of issues like the ones mentioned above, we con-

duct a comprehensive analysis on the power consump-

tion of video streaming in 4G LTE networks.

Contribution and novelty . To summarize, our major con-

tributions are as follows.

– We point out a series of interesting and important

issues related to mobile devices’ power consumption

and online video streaming in 4G LTE networks. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper

analysing the relationship between the real world

mobile phone power consumption and the real world

online video streaming data transmission in 4G LTE

networks.

– To understand their relationship from a theoretical

viewpoint, we formulate the energy models, which

characterize various scenarios and provide us some

insights. The models could be of independent in-

terest, and could be used to understand other fea-

tures related to the energy consumption and video

streaming.

– We design a systematic platform that allows us to

conduct a deep study on the power performance

characteristics of video streaming in 4G LTE net-

works.

– Based on the energy models, we develop an algo-

rithm that is used to assist us to roughly understand

the energy saving room and some other useful in-

formation (e.g., which objects or phases could have

promising saving room).

– We conduct a comprehensive and also deep analysis

based on our platform. Our experiments reveal us a

series of valuable findings — the saving room in the

network part is large (from 41.86% to 69.62%), the

number of RRC tails1 and the transmission pattern

could be promising for optimizing the power con-

sumption of video streaming in 4G LTE networks2,

for example.

Roadmap. In the subsequent section, we introduce the

preliminaries related to video streaming technology and

4G LTE network characteristics. Section 3 presents our

energy models. We describe our systematic platform

and an assistant measurement algorithm in Section 4. In

Section 5, we answer a series of issues/questions based

on the real world experimental results. Section 6 reviews

the related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper

with the interesting research topic.

2 Preliminary

For ease of understanding the rest of the paper, this

section covers the necessary background related to the

operational process of video streaming, the 4G LTE ra-

dio resource control state transitions, and the timing
scheme of video streaming.

2.1 Operational Process of Video Streaming

Figure 2 illustrates a typical network architecture of

video streaming [3,4]. Firstly, the captured video source

is to be split into a series of small segments (a.k.a.,

chunks), which are to be encoded in the media prepara-

tion phase. Then, the encoded chunks along with media

presentation description (MPD) file are to be hosted on

one or several HTTP web servers. (Note that the MPD

file is used to describe the information of video chunks

such as accessible segments and corresponding timing

information.) As such, clients are allowed to exploit end

1 Simply speaking, the RRC tail refers to a network activity
state that appears in some time interval. Its meaning will be
clear after we introduce the background in Section 2.
2 Note that, reducing the number of RRC tails does not

mean reducing the duration of a single RRC tail.
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Fig. 2 Example for illustrating the operational process of
video streaming.

devices (e.g., smart phones) to request and download

the chunks from the web servers. Finally, clients can

enjoy the video by playing back the sequence of down-

loaded video chunks in order.

2.2 4G LTE RRC State

The radio resource control (RRC) protocol belongs to

the universal mobile telecommunication system, and it

has many functions such as establishing and releasing

connections, broadcasting system information, control-

ling state mode [11]. It is well known that the RRC

state changes in the network activities, and different

RRC states make different impacts on the instant power

[12,13]. In 4G LTE networks, there are two main RRC

state modes [13,3]:

– RRC idle. In this state mode, there is no mobile

data transmission in LTE networks. (Note that, in

this mode the common control channel (CCC) is

assigned to the user equipment (UE) such as the

smart phone, in order to probe the data activity.)

– RRC connected. This state mode is activated when

the UE is prepared to transfer any application data

[14].

Particularly, the RRC connected state mode can be

further divided into three sub-modes, which may result

in different power consumption at the UE side [13]:

– Continuous reception. When the UE is in the RRC

idle state, if the data transmission request is de-

tected in LTE networks, the UE shall switch imme-

diately to this sub-mode (i.e., the continuous recep-

tion mode). In this mode, the 4G LTE radio inter-

face is always opened, and the UE can continuously

receive the mobile data. Particularly, it transfers the

data using a dedicated control channel (DCC), in-

stead of the CCC.

– Short discontinuous reception (short DRX). Once

the UE is in the continuous reception mode, an

timer Tin (known as the DRX inactivity timer) is to

be started. If there is no data activity but Tin gets

expired, the UE shall go to the short DRX mode

(instead of directly going to the long DRX mode).

– Long discontinuous reception (long DRX). Once the

UE is in short DRX mode, another timer Tins (known

as the short DRX cycle inactivity timer) is to be

started, and the UE will probe periodically the data

activity. If no any data transmission activity is de-

tected, the UE shall go to the long DRX mode.

(Otherwise, it changes back to the continuous re-

ception mode.) We remark that, similar to the short

DRX mode, the long DRX mode also employs a

timer Tinl (known as the long DRX cycle inactivity

timer). If Tinl expires, the RRC state shall shift to

the RRC idle state.

A major feature of the RRC state transition is that,

regardless of which RRC mode the UE holds currently,

it shall instantly shift to the continuous reception state

mode, once the data transmission activity is detected.

This implies that the promotion of the RRC state is

immediate. While the demotion of the RCC state is

controlled by different “inactivity timers”, it takes a

long path. That is, the demotion process is not so fast.

Server

Mobile

Segment 1

ACK
Request

Segment 2

ACKRequest
...

Send request 
to  server

Receive desired 
video segment

RRC
RRC connected

RRC tail

RRC 
idle

Segment total 
service time

Idle period with 
no traffic

Fig. 3 Example for illustrating the timing scheme

2.3 Timing Scheme

Figure 3 illustrates an overview of timing scheme. (Some

terminologies mentioned here will be used extensively

when we make the quantitative analysis on the en-

ergy/power consumption.) The timing scheme involves

two levels [12,13,4]:

– Video streaming traffic level. At this level, there is

an interactive process between the mobile client and

the server (see the upper part of Figure 3). The mo-

bile client sends periodically the video segment re-

quest to the video server. Once the video server re-
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Table 1 Notations used frequently

Notation Description
Ts the total service time of a segment
Ti the idle period with no traffic
Trt the RRC tail time duration
Tri the RRC idle state time duration
Tsd the playing back time duration of a video segment
PT(·) the power consumption during T(·)

ceives such a request, it sends back the requested seg-

ment to the mobile client. When the requested seg-

ment is transmitted successfully, the mobile client

sends the ACK message to the video server, and

then enters the idle period, in which no network

traffic is produced.

– RRC level. At this level (see the bottom of Figure 3),

the RRC state is in the connected mode during the

segment transmission. Note that, after finishing the

segment transmission, even if no new data transmis-

sion happens, the mobile client (actually, referred to

the UE, recall Section 2.2) still stays at the RRC

connected state within a time duration (before en-

tering the RRC idle state mode). The state in such

a time interval is referred to as “the RRC tail”.

3 Energy Model

In this section, we present mathematical models for the

mobile phone energy consumption related to the online

video streaming in 4G LTE networks.

Notation. Let E be the total energy consumption of

a mobile phone for network activities. Let S and C be

the average download speed and the file size (of a video

segment, i.e., chunk), respectively. Denote by Ts, Ti, Trt,

Tri the total service time of a segment, the idle period

with no traffic, the RRC tail time duration, the RRC

idle state time duration (in each transmission cycle, c.f.,

Figure 3), respectively. Let PT(·) denote the power con-

sumption of the mobile phone during T(·) (e.g., PTri

denotes the power consumption during the RRC idle

state time duration Tri), and Poff be the power con-

sumption when playing back the video offline. Denote

by Tsd the playing back time duration of a video seg-

ment, and let n be the number of total video segments

for an online video streaming transmission. (For ease of

reference, some notations used frequently are summa-

rized in Table 1.)

Model . Recall Section 2.3, the timing scheme in-

volves two levels: (i) the video streaming traffic level,

and (ii) the RRC level. This implies that we can formu-

late our energy model from two routines. Specifically,

for (i), we can have the following “basic” energy model:

E =

n∑
k=1

(

∫ Ts

0

(PTs − Poff )∆t +

∫ Ti

0

(PTi − Poff )∆t)

=

n∑
k=1

(
C

S
(PTs − Poff ) + (Tsd −

C

S
)(PTi − Poff ))

(1)

The basic energy model is composed of two parts:

the network transmission energy (see the part before

“+” in Equation 1); and the network idle energy (see

the part after “+” in Equation 1). Observe that Ti
equals the sum of Trt and Tri (c.f., Figure 3). Thus,

for (ii), we have the “advanced” model3 as follows.

E =

n∑
k=1

(

∫ Ts

0

(PTs − Poff )∆t

+

∫ Trt

0

(PTrt − Poff )∆t +

∫ Tri

0

(PTri − Poff )∆t)

=

n∑
k=1

(
C

S
(PTs − Poff ) + Trt(PTrt − Poff )

+(Tsd −
C

S
− Trt)(PTri − Poff ))

(2)

From our basic and advanced models above, we can

further develop the following more specific models, which

characterizes different scenarios:

(1) If C
S > Tsd (e.g., the network condition is very

weak), users can not watch the online video fluently. In

this case, the energy model is formulated as follows.

E =

n∑
k=1

(

∫ Ts

0

(PTs − Poff )∆t =

n∑
k=1

C

S
(PTs − Poff ) (3)

(2) When C
S = Tsd, the energy model is formulated

as follows.

E =

n∑
k=1

∫ Ts

0

(PTs − Poff )∆t =

n∑
k=1

Tsd(PTs − Poff )

(4)

(3) In the case that C
S +Trt = Tsd, the energy model

changes as follows. This model implies that, if there is

a gap between the RRC tail power PTrt and the RRC

idle power PTri , then there could be some power saving

room. (Remark: our experiments discussed later shall

validate this insight.)

3 This model characterizes the “idle period with no traffic”
in a more refined way.
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Fig. 4 Our devices

E =

n∑
k=1

(

∫ Ts

0

(PTs − Poff )∆t +

∫ Trt

0

(PTrt − Poff )∆t)

=

n∑
k=1

(
C

S
(PTs − Poff ) + Trt(PTrt − Poff ))

(5)

(4) When 0 < Tsd − C
S < Trt (i.e., the next video

segment transmission arrives before the inactivity timer

gets expired; this could be the most common case of

online video streaming in 4G LTE network), the power

model changes into the following.

E =

n∑
k=1

(

∫ Ts

0

(PTs − Poff )∆t +

∫ Tsd−Ts

0

(PTrt − Poff )∆t)

=

n∑
k=1

(
C

S
(PTs − Poff ) + (Tsd −

C

S
)(PTrt − Poff ))

(6)

4 Architecture of Our System Platform

To investigate the power performance characteristics of

video streaming in 4G LTE networks, we design a sys-

tematic platform. Our platform is composed of two ma-

jor components: (1) hardware suite, which is responsible

for video streaming system deployment and power data

collection (see Figure 4); and (2) software suite, which

is responsible for online video service, traffic data col-

lection and analysis.

The architecture of our platform is shown in Fig-

ure 5. It works as follows. The mobile devices first ac-

cess video sources on the service, generating three types

of traces — the power, RRC, and traffic traces; these

traces are collected by various tools such as wireshark,

power monitor, and QXDM analyzer. After that, all

the collected traces are to be processed by the data an-

alyzer. In what follows, we introduce more details of

our hardware and software suites.

• Our hardware suit mainly contains the following

elements:

Video 
Sources

Wireshark

iPerf
DASH-IF 

Video Player

Power Monitor

QXDM Analyzer

Server

Mobile 
Phone

Power trace

RRC trace

Traffic trace

Data Analyzer
Energy calculation, 

data synchronization, 
traffic and RRC state 

analysis

4G LTE 
Networks

Fig. 5 Platform architecture

– We deploy a video web server that is connected with

Internet using Ethernet cable, and is accessible via

4G LTE networks.

– We use an Android smart phone — Samsung Galaxy

S5 (one of the most popular smart phones) — as

our experimental mobile device. And we apply the

T-mobile 4G LTE high speed data plan (in United

States) to the Android smart phone for our experi-

ments.

– We use a professional mobile power meter — the

Monsoon power monitor (c.f., the white device in

Figure 4) — for mobile power data collection. Re-

mark that many power measurement applications

in “Android App market” may just use fixed val-

ues (pre-defined by smart phone manufacturers) to

estimate the power consumption [15]. Those power

values could not reflect the exact real power values

of smart phones [15]. We here thus use the Monsoon

power monitor to extract mobile power data.

• Our software suite mainly includes a video player

and some mobile data monitoring and diagnostic tools.

Specifically,

– We deploy a video streaming player — DASH-IF

player (http://dashif.org/software) — on the smart

phone. (The DASH-IF player is the official DASH

industry forum reference and production video stream-

ing player.)

– Meanwhile, a widely used mobile data analyzer —

Wireshark (https://www.wireshark.org) — is built

on our smart phone, in order to collect the traffic

information in 4G LTE networks.

– We use a network bandwidth measurement tool —

iPerf (https://iperf.fr) — to support the TCP trans-

mission test. Particularly, it can allow us to send

packets to the target smart phone with the cus-

tomized speed.

– The original operating system in our smart phone is

Android 4.4.2 (Kitkat). We keep this system clean
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without other redundant applications, for the verac-

ity of measurement.

– On the other hand, a servlet engine — Jetty (http:

//www.eclipse.org/jetty) — is deployed on the web

server.

– To record the 4G LTE RRC states, we employ a

real-time data collection and diagnostic logging tool

– the QUALCOMM eXtensible Diagnostic Monitor

(QXDM) (https://www.qualcomm.com).

– To assist our analysis, we also develop an assistant

measurement algorithm (detailed in Section 4.1),

which is based on the energy model.

4.1 Assistant Measurement Algorithm

Based on our energy models, we propose an algorithm

for the power consumption analysis. It will assist us

to understand roughly the energy improvement room.

At a high level, our algorithm mainly exploits three

types of traces (of the current test video) and the refer-

ence traces4. Based on these information, it computes

the total segment service time, the power information

during the RRC idle (resp., tail) state, and two types

of energy consumption. Finally, it returns some values

(which could reflect some energy improvement room).

To understand our algorithm in detail, we need clar-

ify some notations. Let St be the file size of the current

test video, Pl, Tl and Rl be its power trace, traffic trace,

and RRC trace, respectively; and Pvt be the power con-

sumption for this video playing. Let RT be a set of m

reference traces; and for a reference trace rtj ∈ RT , let

rsj be its corresponding video file size. For clearness,
we denote by RS the set of such type of file sizes, i.e.,

RS = {rs1, rs2, ..., rsm}. Let ∆op (∈ (0, 1)) be a thresh-

old used to determine whether or not a part/phase has

the promising saving room. Let Ie be the percentage

of the possible energy saving, It, Irt and Iri be three

indicators showing whether there is some improvement

room for the transmission, for the RRC tail, and for the

RRC idle, respectively. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-

codes of our algorithm. (Note that, the main notations

described in this section are summarized in Table 2, for

ease of reference.)

Firstly, our algorithm initializes some values and

finds the appropriate reference trace (from a set RT

of m reference traces) (Lines 1-5). Then, it analyses

traces based on two routines:

4 Remark that these reference traces include themselves’
power traces and traffic traces. In our experiments the ref-
erence traces are obtained by “downloading video segment
files”.

Algorithm 1 Power consumption analysis
Input: Power trace Pl, traffic trace Tl, RRC trace Rl, video

file size St, threshold ∆op, video playing power Pvt, a
set RT of m reference traces, and the set RS of their
corresponding video files sizes

Output: Percentage of possible energy saving Ie, three in-
dicators It, Irt and Iri

1: Set Ie = 0, It = 0, Irt = 0, Iri = 0;
2: for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m do
3: if St 6= rsj then
4: Continue;
5: end if
6: Extract T 1

l , T
2
l , ..., T

n
l from Tl;

7: if
∑n
k=1

T k
l

T j
sr

− 1 > ∆op then

8: It = 1;
9: end if

10: Check RRC states during each T
(·)
i ;

11: Extract (PT 1
rt
, PT 1

rt
, ..., PTn

rt
) and (PT 1

ri
, PT 1

ri
, ..., PTn

ri
)

from Pl;

12: if

∑n
k=1

∫ Tkrt
0 (P

Tkrt
−Poff )∆t)

(
∑n
k=1

T k
rt
)·Pvt

− 1 > ∆op then

13: Irt = 1;
14: end if

15: if

∑n
k=1

∫ Tkri
0 (P

Tk
ri

−Poff )∆t)

(
∑n
k=1

T k
ri
)·Pvt

− 1 > ∆op then

16: Iri = 1;
17: end if
18: Calculate energy consumption Et, Er;
19: Ie = Et−Er

Et
;

20: end for
21: Return Ie, It, Irt and Iri

– (1) The segment service period. In this phase, (i)

it extracts each segment service time T
(·)
l from the

traffic trace Tl; (ii) it uses T j
sr (the total segment

service time of the “selected” jth reference trace) to

divide the sum of each segment service time; (iii) it
uses the above result to minus the number “1”, and

then to see whether It needs to be updated (Lines

6-9).

– (2) The idle period without no traffic. In this phase,

(i) it extracts the power information P
T

(·)
ri

(resp.,

P
T

(·)
rt

) in each segment’s RRC idle time T
(·)
ri (resp.,

RRC tail time T
(·)
rt ); (ii) it uses Pvt to divide the

average value of the all segments’ RRC idle state

(resp., RRC tail state) power consumption; (iii) it

computes the subtraction between the result above

and the number “1”, and then to determine whether

Iri (resp., Irt) needs to be updated (Lines 10-17).

Finally, it computes Ie based on Et and Er (Lines 18-

19), where Et and Er refer to the total energy con-

sumption for the test trace and for the reference trace

respectively, which can be computed based on the en-

ergy models described previously.
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Table 2 Main notations used in our algorithm

Notation Description
St the file size of the current test video
Pl, Tl, Rl the power, traffic, and RRC traces
Pvt the power consumption for video playing
RT the set of m reference traces
rtj , rsj the reference trace and its file size
RS the set of file sizes
∆op the analysis threshold
Ie the percentage of the possible energy saving
It, Irt, Iri three indicators for transmission and RRC

T
(·)
l the segment service time

T jsr the total segment service time of the
jth reference trace

Et/Er the test/reference trace’s energy consumption

5 Experimental Results & Analyses

In this section, we cover the experimental results and

our analyses in detail. Specifically,

– Section 5.1 presents the results related to the ba-

sic power consumption of our smart phone. This

set of results show us some baselines of power con-

sumption, which are helpful for understanding the

additional power consumption that happens in the

subsequent tests.

– Then, to figure out how much energy is consumed

by the video streaming, in Section 5.2 we compare

the power consumption of offline video playing and

online video playing in 4G LTE; also, we cover the

results related to hot points5, in order to figure out

the energy saving possibility from a general point of

view.

– To get a deeper understanding on the power con-

sumption of network activities (sometimes, known

as network part), Section 5.3 studies the impact of

RRC states on the power consumption; and also

studies the relationship between the transmission

pattern and the power consumption.

5.1 Basic Power Consumption

In this section we cover the results related to the basic

power consumption of our mobile phone. These power

values will be used as the baselines, which can help us

figure out the additional power consumption related to

the video streaming.

5 In this paper the hot point refers to a measured point
whose power consumption is larger than some preset thresh-
old. This threshold is asked to be larger than the power con-
sumption of most measured points (that are extrated from
the power trace of offine video playing).

Table 3 Symbols and descriptions.

Power Working condition
cons.
Pi Only keep the mobile on, anything other is off
PiW Keep alive in idle state and with WiFi connected
PiL Keep alive in idle state and with LTE data service
Pis100 Keep the screen on and with 100% brightness
Pbasic Keep alive in idle state with LTE data service,

100% brightness, and the video player is opened but
nothing is playing back

Table 4 Power consumption of different components.

Component Galaxy S5 (mW)
Standby 20.7
Screen 793.4
WiFi maintenance 14.4
LTE maintenance 3.15
Basic 1060
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Fig. 6 Power consumption under different brightnesses and
network conditions: (a) various brightness; (b) network con-
dition.

As we know, some hardware components inside a

smart phone can work in different conditions, it is in-

teresting to learn the power consumption when different
conditions are employed, and it is also useful for us to

better understand the subsequent findings. In our ex-

periments, we measure the power consumption of the

smart phone in different conditions (shown in Table 3).

Table 4 shows the experimental results which are

derived from the collected values in Table 3. (Note that,

the basic power consumption refers to the value of Pbasic,

and the “standby” power consumption refers to the

value of Pi. The “screen” power consumption is com-

puted through Pis100−Pi; other two components’ power

information is obtained similarly.)

From Table 4 we can see that: (i) the power con-

sumption from the network connection maintenance for

WiFi or LTE service (during the idle period) is pretty

small; and (ii) the power consumption from the screen

of the smart phone is non-trivial. Inspired by curiosity,

we also study the power consumption when different

brightnesses are used. The results are shown in Figure

6(a). As we expected, the screen power consumption

grows with the increase of the brightness.
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Table 5 Power consumption of different parts. In this table the “online, offline, netw, video and basic PCs” refer to Pon,
Poff , Pnetw, Pvideo and Pbasic, respectively.

Online PC (mW) Offline PC (mW) Netw PC (mW) Video PC (mW) Basic PC (mW)
Case 1 3935(100%) 2533(64.37%) 1402 (35.63%) 1473 (37.43%) 1060 (26.94%)
Case 2 3854(100%) 2533(65.72%) 1321 (34.28%) 1473 (28.22%) 1060 (27.50%)
Case 3 3393(100%) 2533(74.65%) 860 (25.35%) 1473 (43.41%) 1060 (31.24%)
Case 4 3396(100%) 2533(74.58%) 863 (25.42%) 1473 (43.37%) 1060 (31.21%)
Case 5 3534(100%) 2533(71.66%) 1001 (28.34%) 1473 (41.67%) 1060 (29.99%)
Case 6 2916(100%) 2385(81.77%) 531 (18.23%) 1325 (45.42%) 1060 (36.35%)
Case 7 2899(100%) 2385(82.24%) 514 (17.76%) 1325 (45.69%) 1060 (36.56%)
Case 8 2939(100%) 2385(81.13%) 554 (18.87%) 1325 (45.07%) 1060 (36.06%)

5.2 Power Consumption of Video Streaming

5.2.1 Offline and online video playing

This section reports the experimental results related

to the power consumption of the offline video playing

and online video playing (in 4G LTE networks). Note

that, for the offline video playing, its power consump-

tion Poff can be divided into two parts: (i) the ba-

sic power consumption Pbasic; and (ii) the power con-

sumption for playing the video, say Pvideo. That is,

Poff = Pvideo+Pbaisc. On the other hand, for the online

video playing, its power consumption (say Pon) can be

computed as Pon = Poff +Pnetw, where Pnetw denotes

the power consumption of network activities. Based on

the above intuition, we can naturally obtain Pvideo and

Pnetw when Pon, Poff and Pbasic are available.

To obtain Pon and Poff , in our experiments we ex-

tract eight typical power traces from a large amount

of traces, which could allow us to get a general under-

standing on the power consumption. The videos used

in our experiments are obtained from the site (http:

//www.digitalprimates.net). Table 5 shows the exper-

imental results (notice: Cases 1-8 shown in the table

correspond to these eight traces). In this table, we can

see that the power consumption percentage of the net-

work part is from 17.76% to 35.63%. It is one of the

major contributors for the power consumption of on-

line video playing6.

On the other hand, we can see that Pnetw changes a

lot for different cases (Cases 1-8). This reminds us that

the real-time network circumstance could make impact

on the power consumption of the video segment trans-

mission. To further verify it, and figure out what rela-

6 Remark that the results in this table are obtained when
we set the screen brightness to 100%. It is not hard to know
that, if we set it to a lower value, the power consumption
percentage of the network part shall increase. We emphasize
that in this paper we are mainly interested in the power con-
sumption of network part. The experimental results related
to other parts could be mainly used for reference, whereas
we believe those results are still useful, and thus we present
them here.

Fig. 7 Hot points analysis.

tionship between the network speed and the power con-

sumption of video segment transmission is, we employ

iPerf (c.f., Section 4) to assist us. In brief, we use iPerf

send packets to the smart phone using the customized

speeds, and extract the power consumption informa-

tion when different network speeds are used. Note that,

in our experiments we send more packets (in terms of

the total size) when the customized speeds are higher.

This way, it shall be easier for us to extract the power

consumption information of the network activities.

Figure 6(b) presents the results. At the first sight, it

seems that the higher the network speed is, the more the

power consumption of network part is. The fact is not

so. To understand, let us focus on the growth speed. We

can see that, when the network speed increases rapidly

(from 50 to 2000 Kbit/s, 40×), the power consumption

increases slowly (from 1 to 2 Watts, about 2×). This

implies that, given the same size of video file, the power

consumption of network part at 2000 Kbit/s is about
1
20 of the one at 50 Kbit/s. That is, the higher the

network speed is, the less the power consumption of

network part is.

5.2.2 Hot Points

It is not hard to realize that, for a traffic point7 in cur-

rent 4G LTE networks, there could be no much chance

7 A traffic point (resp., an idle point) refers to a measured
point that has (resp., no) the data transmission.
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Table 6 Hot points and traffic points. The basic measured
unit used in our experiment is 0.02 seconds.

Traffic Points Hot Points TP Ratio
Case 1 5806 10249 56.65%
Case 2 5742 9057 63.40%
Case 3 4011 6066 66.12%
Case 4 2977 6081 48.96%
Case 5 2675 6054 44.19%
Case 6 2120 9449 22.44%
Case 7 2203 8992 24.50%
Case 8 2102 10198 20.61%

to reduce its power consumption, since the network con-

nection is necessary in this case. On the other hand,

for a non-traffic point, in theory it should consume

less power, since no 4G LTE traffic happens. This im-

plies that, if the number of hot points (c.f., Footnote

3) matches exactly the number of traffic points, we

shall have no much power saving room for the video

streaming. In other words, the less the ratio of traffic

points and hot points (i.e., number of traffic points
number of hot points ) is,

the more saving room we shall have. In what follows,

we analyse the hot points that appeared in our video

streaming tests, and to see whether there is some pos-

sible saving room.

To determine the threshold, we conservatively set

the threshold to 1.5 times of the average power con-

sumption of offline video playing. This way, it could

dominate, in terms of power consumption, most of mea-

sured points (extracted from the power trace of offline

video playing). Figure 7 plots the power consumption of

offline video playing and online video playing. We can

see that, there are more than 95% of measured points

whose power consumption is below our threshold. This

implies that the threshold we chose should be meaning-

ful.

Based on this threshold, we extract hot points and

traffic points from eight typical power traces. Table 6

shows our results. We can see that the ratio of traf-

fic points and hot points varies from 20.61% to 66%.

This means that we still have much power saving room,

which comes from those hot points without data traffic.

5.3 A Deep Study

Our experiments discussed before have presented some

preliminary results, whereas it is still unclear (1) which

specific phase in the network part could be promising,

if someone is prepared to optimize the network power

consumption; and (2) how much the power saving room

could be achieved from the network part. This section

attempts to provide some evidences that could help us

answer the questions raised above.

Table 7 Saving room, indicators It, Irt and Iri.

Streaming Reference Saving It Irt Iri
Energy(J) Energy(J) Room

Case 1 409.2 124.3 69.62% 1 1 0
Case 2 343.5 124.3 63.82% 1 1 0
Case 3 213.8 124.3 41.86% 1 1 0
Case 4 235.5 124.3 47.19% 1 1 0
Case 5 273.6 124.3 54.56% 1 1 0
Case 6 318.9 119.0 62.69% 1 1 0
Case 7 306.5 119.0 61.17% 1 1 0
Case 8 352.6 119.0 66.25% 1 1 0

5.3.1 Locating Our Object

We here use Algorithm 1 presented in Section 4 to as-

sist us8 . To compute the extreme energy saving space of

online video streaming in 4G LTE networks, we down-

load the video segment files all at once9, and collect the

power traces and the traffic traces, which will be used

as the reference traces (recall Section 4.1).

Based on our algorithm presented before, we ob-

tain our case study results, which are shown in Table

7. From this table, we can see that, the energy saving

room (for online video streaming) varies from 41.86%

to 69.62%10. It is non-trivial. On the other hand, the re-

sults show us that, It, Irt and Iri are always 1, 1, and 0,

respectively (notice: these notations have already been

defined in Section 4.1.). This implies that, there could

be some improvement space for the transmission, and

for the RRC tail, while it could be not promising for

the RRC idle.

While our algorithm helps us point out the possible

objects having promising saving room, it is still unclear

(i) why the transmission pattern makes impact on the

power consumption of video streaming; and (ii) how the

RRC tail makes impact on the power consumption. It

is clearly interesting and also pretty important to figure

out these issues. In what follows, we focus on answering

these two questions using abundant evidences together

with insightful analysis.

5.3.2 Packet Level Analysis

Recall previous sections, our experiments use two man-

ners to obtain the video segment files, in order to study

8 In our experiments, ∆op is conservatively set to 5%. In
other words, if the potential saving room of a part or phase is
less than 5%, we conceive conservatively it is not promising.
In the following experiments, we shall not focus on studying
such a part/phase.
9 Remark that it is the extreme case; this way, we can eas-

ily find out the extreme power saving room for online video
streaming.
10 The reasons (the saving room varies) could be diversified
(e.g., different configurations of network conditions).
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Fig. 8 Zoom in the traffics of different transmission patterns: (a) downloading pattern; (b) video streaming pattern.
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Fig. 9 Packet level transmissions in different transmission pattern: (a) downloading pattern; (b) video streaming pattern.

the power consumption of network part. One is to down-

load video segment files all at once (known as download-

ing pattern), another is to conduct online video playing

in 4G LTE networks (known as video streaming pat-

tern; in this case video segment files are downloaded in

a linear fashion). This section studies these two trans-

mission patterns in detail, and then reveals our findings.

Zoom in Data Transmission. We zoom into the traffic

trace of video streaming patten, and of downloading

pattern, respectively. We also set the basic measured

unit to 0.02 seconds (as the same as the setting when

we previously studied hot points).

Figure 8 shows our results. For the downloading pat-

tern (c.f., Figure 8(a)), it is easy to see that (1) the

downloading process is continuous; (2) almost no idle

point (recall Footnote 5) is mixed with traffic points;

and (3) a relatively stable and high downloading speed

can be kept during the period of video downloading.

Overall, almost no unnecessary energy is consumed.

In contrast, for the video streaming patten (see Fig-

ure 8(b)), we can see that (1) there are lots of idle

points; (2) it does not maintain persistently a high down-

loading speed (naturally, it shall take more time to

download all the video segments, compared to the down-

loading pattern); (3) the downloading progress is dis-

crete; (4) many idle points are mixed up with traffic

points; and (5) these idle points (without data trans-

mission) also consume a lot of energy. The above facts

reveal that, if these idle points can be eliminated, a

large amount of energy could be saved.

To this step, a natural question is: why there are

many idle points. A possible answer is that, in the

video streaming pattern, the mobile device needs to

send the HTTP “get” message to the video server for

each segment one by one, this possibly incurs some idle

points (naturally it shall incur some delays and also

some energy consumption). Another possible reason is
that, the video segment transmission is usually finished

before the TCP connection reaches a high speed (re-

call that the TCP connection needs some time to warm

up). This renders that the streaming pattern can not

achieve a high transmission speed, incurring the idle

points. To further understand these reasons, we analyse

the packet information related to these two transmis-

sion patterns. Our experimental results below further

validate our analysis.

Packet Transmission. We extract the packet informa-

tion from the traffic trace of downloading pattern, and

from the one of video streaming pattern, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the results. Compare Figures 9(a) and

9(b), we can easily see that (1) in the same time du-

ration, more packet transmissions can be done in the

downloading pattern; and (2) the time gaps between

two packet deliveries in the downloading pattern are

smaller; and (3) the transmission points in the down-

loading pattern are more dense. The above facts ac-

tually explain, from another point of view, why the
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Fig. 10 RRC states in single packet transmission.

video streaming pattern cannot achieve a stable and

high downloading speed, and why it contains many idle

points. Also, it reminds us that, if the video stream-

ing pattern can achieve more efficient traffics, a lot of

energy could be saved.

5.3.3 RRC State

Recall Section 5.3.1, a natural question has been raised:

how the RRC tail makes impact on the power con-

sumption. In this section, we attempt to investigate the

power consumption of the RRC stages (especially, the

RRC tail).

To study the power consumption of the RRC stages,

we establish the TCP connection between the mobile

phone and the web server, and send packets from one to

another periodically. This way, it allows us to study the

RRC states easily11. Firstly, we study the RRC states

by sending a single packet at each transmission cycle.

This could give us some preliminary intuition. In our

experiments, the transmission cycle is set to 15 seconds.

We use the QXDM tool to collect local RRC states12.

Figure 10 shows the results. From this figure we can

see that, the entire RRC state transition cycle follows

the following pattern13: Idle camped -> Connecting -

11 Note that, we have attempted to observe directly the RRC
states based on the process of video downloading. It, however,
is not easy to observe the RRC phases (e.g., the RRC tail). In
addition, the essence of video downloading is the transmission
of packets. Here we thus simulate the process of the video
downloading through sending the packets.
12 Note that, the QXDM tool can record eight local RRC
states: Closing, IRAT To LTE Started, Suspend, Connected,
Connecting, Idle Camped, Idle Not Camped, and Inactive.
We can see that the local RRC states mentioned here is sim-
ilar to, but somewhat different from the RRC states men-
tioned before. The RRC states mentioned before is a stan-
dard protocol. The local RRC states introduced by QXDM is
used to differentiate the network activities in a more precise
manner at the mobile client end.
13 This pattern involves five instant RRC states, while other
three instant RRC states (i.e., IRAT To LTE Started, Sus-
pend and Inactive) are not covered. This is mainly because
our experiments are always conducted in 4G LTE networks,
those three local RRC states naturally are not appeared in
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Fig. 11 RRC states when multiple packets are sent at each
transmission cycle.

> Connected -> Closing -> Idle Not Camped -> Idle

Camped. On the other hand, we can also see that, the lo-

cal RRC state transitions shown in this figure are basi-

cally consist with the RRC state transitions mentioned

in Section 2.2. For example, (1) if any data transmis-

sion activity is detected, the local RRC state shall shift

to the “Connected” state; (2) the local RRC state still

maintains the “Connected” state, although there is no

data transmission after finishing a transmission activity

(see the traffic points shown in this figure). Particularly,

we here can observe that the RRC tail lasts about 10

seconds (see the interval between a pair of red arrows

in this figure).

Furthermore, we also conduct experiments using mul-

tiple packets at each transmission cycle. Compared with

the single packet test, this could reflect the process of

video segment downloading in a more refined manner.

(We set the transmission cycle to 60 seconds, and 5000

packets are to be sent each time.) Figure 11 shows us

the results. From this figure, we can observe an obvi-

ous feature: when a data transmission activity has not

finished, another data transmission is coming. That is,

multiple data transmission activities are overlapping in

some time intervals.

We also plot the power trace and the traffic trace, re-

spectively. The results are shown in Figure 12. By com-

paring these two sub-figures, we can easily find that,

even if the data traffic finishes, the power consumption

is not immediately reduced to a very low value. In con-

trast, it still retains a relatively high value for about

10.3 seconds, as similar as the RRC tail does. Finally,

to get an overall and deeper understanding on the RRC

state, Table 8 reports the precise RRC profiling param-

eters. We can see that the transitional states only con-

sume a little time (less than 0.1 seconds in total), while

our traces. On the other hand, we can view the five local
RRC states as following: the local “Connected” state corre-
sponds to the RRC connected state; the local “Idle camped”
state corresponds to the RRC idle state. The other three local
states are the transitional states between the RRC connected
and idle states.
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Table 8 The RRC profile, including the time duration and the power consumption.

RRC parameter Value Description
Connecting 0.074 s Time duration for changing from the RRC idle to the RRC connected
Closing 0.07 s Time duration for changing from the RRC connected to the RRC idle
Camping 0.004 s RRC camping time
Tail 10.3 s Total time duration of the RRC tail
Aver addi tail power cons 0.223 w Average additional power consumption of the entire RRC tail
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Fig. 12 RRC tail power analysis. The RRC tail is the inter-
val between the pair of red arrows.

the RRC tail lasts for about 10.3 seconds. The above

experimental results reveal us that, the RRC tail takes

a relatively long time duration, and it consumes a lot

of energy while no data traffic happens. This reminds

us that, if the number of RRC tails can be reduced, a

lot of energy could be saved.

6 Related Work

In this section we review previous work by classifying

them into several categories (c.f., Subsections 6.1∼6.3).

Note that, to save space we here do not exhaustively

enumerate all the related work (most of which could be

found in the references therein).

6.1 Evaluation/Analysis of Power Consumption in

Wireless Networks

A lot of effort has been made in the literature to ana-

lyze/evaluate the energy or power consumption in wire-

less networks. For example, Wang et al. [16] presented

an analytical formula for estimating power consumption

in large-scale wireless sensor networks. Zhu et al. [17]

presented the design and implementation of a house-

build experimental platform for the energy manage-

ment and exploration on wireless sensor networks. Li et

al. [18] proposed an online algorithm with low compu-

tational complexity and deployment overhead in multi-

channel wireless networks. Xiang et al. [19] proposed

an energy model for Poisson-Voronoi tessellation cellu-

lar networks. Lupia and Rango [20] discussed a math-

ematical model for power evaluation on mobile ad-hoc

networks. Tekkalmaz and Korpeoglu [21] presented a

distributed algorithm to increase the lifetime of wireless

sensor networks. Narendran et al. [22] studied transmis-

sion power control algorithms for cellular networks. The

energy-efficient architectures of the Internet of Things

were discussed in [23–25]. A recent survey [26] covered

traffic offloading techniques in wireless networks, and

another survey [27] discussed general power control is-

sues in wireless sensor networks. Most of prior works in

these literature focused on energy consumption of sen-

sors, and assumed to be in the general wireless networks

environment. We here are interested in digging out en-

ergy consumption characteristics of video streaming in

4G LTE networks.

6.2 Power Consumption Related to Video Streaming

There are also many papers investigating the power

consumption of video streaming. For example, Sharrab

and Sarhan [28] presented models for power consump-

tion of live video streaming systems. Yu et al. [29] ad-

dressed the problem of resource allocation for video

multicast in 4G wireless systems. Sheu et al. [30] pro-

posed a resource allocation scheme to support scalable-

video multicast for WiMAX relay networks. Go et al.

[31] presented a seamless high-quality HTTP adaptive

streaming algorithm. Ukhanova et al. [32] presented an

analysis on the power consumption of video data trans-

mission in 3G mobile wireless networks. An online solu-

tion, based on users’ habit, is proposed to save energy

[33]. Many other papers also devoted to optimizing the

energy consumption. For example, in [12] the authors

made efforts to save the portion of energy consumed by

unnecessarily keeping the mobile device’s radio in its

“Active” mode. Hoque et al. [34] proposed a download

scheduling algorithm to save energy. Also, Zhang et al.

[35] proposed a hotword detection system for smart de-

vices, in order to save energy. In these literature, the

latest 4G LTE networks environment and the corre-

sponding RRC impact14 are not covered, while our work

14 The 4G LTE RRC states are different from those in 3G
or previous mobile networks [14].
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focuses on power characteristics of video streaming in

4G LTE networks.

6.3 Power Consumption in 4G LTE Network

We also realize that many researchers studied the power

consumption in 4G LTE networks. For example, Huang

et al. [13] studied the network performance of 4G LTE

networks and other types of mobile networks. Imran et

al. [10] proposed a novel energy efficient MAC scheme

for LTE-Advanced networks. Holtkamp et al. [36] pre-

sented a new radio resource management algorithm. A

deployment tool for future green wireless access net-

works is proposed in [8] for optimizing the power con-

sumption. To reduce the power consumption in LTE

data scheduling, Tung et al. [37] proposed the Dynamic

scheduling with eXtensible allocation and Dispersed off-

sets (DXD) scheme. These works focused on power con-

sumption in the general 4G LTE networks. They did not

cover the specific video scenario, which motivates our

work (a preliminary version can be found in [38]).

Others. Besides the works mentioned before, there

are many other related works, e.g., video transmission

patterns [39,40], multimedia streaming delivery optimiza-

tion [41,42], user-perceived Quality-of-Experience in In-

ternet video applications [43,44]. These works could be

related and complementary to our work, while they are

clearly different from our work.

7 Conclusion

Motivated by the real world energy consumption is-

sue, we investigated the relationship between mobile

device’s power performance characteristics and the be-

haviours of the video streaming in 4G LTE networks.

We formulated the energy models together with an al-

gorithm that is used to assist our analysis. Particularly,

we designed a systematic platform, based on which we

conducted a comprehensive and also deep analysis on

the power performance of video streaming in 4G LTE

networks. Our experiments revealed us a series of valu-

able findings, which could be used as the important

references for related studies. In the future, we plan to

design and implement a system to optimize the network

energy consumption of video streaming in 4G LTE net-

works.
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